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General context :
Following  the  presidential  elections,  a  new majority  got  elected  in  the
French parliament from a new party supporting the president (LREM - La
République en Marche). The government has liberal orientations.
A new labour law (different from the so-called El-Khomri law) was adopted
using  an  exceptional  legislative  method  which  led  to  calls  for  strike
affecting ATM (4 individual dates among which 2 were relayed in French
DGAC).
A  compensation  of  a  tax  which  existed  for  civil  servants  has  been
cancelled which led to one day of strike called by all unions from the all
public sector in France, and was the only one with significant success.
The French member of ATCEUC did not join the call.

ANSP (DSNA) : 
There has been a major increase in traffic over the summer so that the
more flexible rosters put in place in Reims or Brest ACCs find their limits. 
The switch to new HMI (Human-Machine Interface) systems is endlessly
delayed and the only centres with a new system are Brest and Bordeaux
ACCs.  It  is  even worse for  approaches and aerodromes excluding Paris
(which are expected to switch in 2020).
The operational maintenance (SMC) of Paris Charles de Gaulle (Roissy) has
been reduced from 8 to 6 people. This took place in the context of the
implementation  of  an  agreement  signed  between DGAC and all  unions
except  USAC-CGT (so  called  Protocole  2016-2019).  This  agreement  also
include tripling ATSEP recruitment (from 15 to 40 yearly), and nearly all
technical services have been reorganized, in a consensual way, with pay
raises.  In  Paris-CDG, tension between ATSEPs and their  management is
extreme as this restructuring was not well accepted locally. A mediation
should be launched before the end of the year. 

FABEC : 
Following  the  failure  of  the  3  “big”  operational  projects  (airspace
redesign), FABEC is on hold and over the past year, the ANSPs and States
are  discussing  a  new  mandate  for  the  FAB  with  a  social  dialogue
component and we were asked to contribute.
It seems that the States and ANSPs have great difficulties finding common
ground. France seems to be reluctant to refocus on small scale projects
according to the rumours.

Remote tower : 
DSNA calls it Digital Advanced Tower and there are on-going talks about
establishing remote tower in Bergerac with the service provided from a
remote centre on the airport… (Ground Tower)
DSNA is  also  proposing  not  to  install  a  ground  surveillance  system in
Bordeaux and to replace it with a camera system at strategic locations.



DSNA is  also  intending  to  install  a  remote  tower  system for  a  helipad
located in Cannes harbour (Quai du Large) to provide control service on
this helipad located in the CTR of the neighbouring aerodrome. At certain
time of the day the aerodrome control service is intended to be provided
by the same controller to the aerodrome and to the helipad which would
be a multiple mode of operations.
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